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A

ddressing the North West Provincial Legislature following his election on
07 September 2021, Premier Kaobitsa Bushy Maape has committed his
administration to create jobs and enhance service delivery, as part of
the strategic focus areas for government in the months and years to come.
"We will do everything in our power to ensure that performance and
delivery by departments is accelerated to match the expectations of the
people of the North West", Premier Maape added.
He further said that the North West Provincial Government will continue to
work with National Cabinet to guide the remaining work of the Section 100
intervention team and see it to its conclusion.

"We promise to honour and reward this vote of conﬁdence by conducting
the affairs of our ofﬁce and delivering government services for the beneﬁt of
ALL people of the North West. In addition, we will harness the skills and talents
of ALL people of the North West for the common beneﬁt of its people", Premier
Maape said.
Premier Maape also made a commitment to the Legislature and the citizens
of the North West to ensure that the Programme of Action that government
will announce for the remainder of the 2021/2022 ﬁnancial year includes
acceleration of performance and service delivery by all Provincial Government
Departments as well as all the Provincial Public Entities to match the
expectations of the citizens of the North West Province.
Premier Maape also took the opportunity to convey condolences on behalf
of the Provincial Government and the people of the North West to the family
and colleagues of the late Secretary to the North West Provincial Legislature,
Mr Oageng Mosiane, who passed away earlier this month.
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TABEA MOOKETSI/ nee MAUBANE
By Lehlohonolo Phala

A

s a women's month edition, eUpdate
caught up with Tabea Mooketsi who is
the Chief Financial Ofﬁcer of the Ofﬁce
of the Premier. She shares her views
I was born in a medium-sized town called
Modimolle and originally named Nylstroom
situated in the Waterberg region of the
Limpopo Province in South Africa.
The town called Modimolle is the commercial
centre for the region and is a beautiful tourist
destination. Grapes, soft fruits, peanuts and
maize are all grown there, ideally this deﬁnes
why I love fruit so much.
Te l l u s a b o u t y o u r e d u c a t i o n a l
background?
I Matriculated and completed my University
studies in the North-West Province, President
M a n g o p e Te c h n i c a l H i g h S c h o o l a n d
University of Bophuthatswana respectively
and as originally named.
What did you always want to study growing
up?
I at that time was never exposed to any of
the career opportunities, my ﬁrst love was in
beauty pageant competitions but thanks to
parenthood and guidance which paved my way
towards becoming an Accountant. If you ask
me today if I have any regrets, certainly not in a
million times.
·Who is your mentor/ Role model and how
do you think mentorship shapes one's
career?
Absolutely my parents, they taught me great
values of Christianity, humanity, cleanliness
and hard work.
It is my view that these values have shaped my
career by building up characteristics of
perseverance, leadership and a sense of
responsibility and accountability both socially
and throughout my career.
·How long have you been in public service?
I shall be 16 years serving the public of the
Northwest Province, by September 2021.
I spent at lease 3 years in Gauteng Public
Service developing further my audit knowledge
and skills in Gauteng Shared Services.
Consequently, I have proudly served public
service for 19 years without any interruption.
Brieﬂy tell us about your experience in the
workplace?
It certainly hasn't been easy but the
experience has brought about impactful results
and fulﬁlment in my spirit.
Ÿ I perceive my ﬁrst 5 years spent at
Provincial Treasury as a developmental
stage of my career;
Ÿ 5 years at Department of Social
Development as the technical
developmental stage of my career, and
Ÿ Current period starting from October
2016 to date as unleashing of my God's
given potential. I have been afforded
opportunities from a variety of
landscapes but through perseverance
my focus has not been impaired.
What are some of the challenges that
women in leadership face generally and in
the workplace?
Challenges such as equity, imposter
syndrome and lack of trust in women

leadership in the society and in the work place,
and
The above are few examples which attribute to
failed progression in women leadership to
date.
What's your take in gender equity? And
what would you like to see happen?
The societal stereotypes are still prevalent
in oppressing women and systematically
placing them in lower positions.
Women must be given equal opportunities,
positions must be ﬁlled based on merits and
not on gender.
Women are by nature key role players in
nation building, same traits can be explored to
develop economies and resilience.
Do you think much has been done to
capacitate women (girl child) in the
workplace?
In my opinion, enough has not been done
yet.
My proposal is to have streamlined
programmes where workplace placement
direct from institution of higher learning can be
used to sharpen skills.
Organisations such as innovation hubs
must be established and be biased to women
empowerment.
What programmes/initiatives do you think
can help in empowering women?
Development of soft skills to master project
management and leadership roles.
Exposing women to technical skills and
ensure proper placement in different sectors.
Exchange programmes for women
informed by the natural resources of the
Province, for the economic growth of the
Country or speciﬁcally for the North-West
Province.
How are you using your position to
inﬂuence or bring change in society?
Doing my best to transfer best qualities of
life and leadership to my sub-ordinates and
everyone in my walks of life.
I feel blessed to always have Supervisors who
afforded me an opportunity to be innovative
without any limits within my career. I am
currently exploring the beneﬁts of determining
solid systems to empower women and
contribute largely to the triple challenges in the
economy of our country through the
Presidency ﬂagship programme.
What inspires me most under the same length
is the response of Private sector in the
participation to develop youth in the Province;
this is for me a critical pocket to build a healthy
generation which is free from government
dependency.
Students of today are encouraged to work
hard and become experts in scarce
professions and in return to build a promised
land.
What traits/qualities does it take to be a
woman in leadership?
Humanity, Integrity, Conﬁdence, Empathy,
Accountability, Honesty, Transparency,
Innovation, Intelligence, Progressive
empowerment, etc.
What are your aspiration (What more would
you want to see happen in terms of your
career)
To integrate my profession with law studies
and become the top ﬁnancial law advisor in the
Country.
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By Ohentse Bogatsu

O

hentse Johaan Bogatsu is
director Director for
Corporate Communication in
the Ofﬁce of the Premier and is a
survivor of Covid 19 complications.
He tells us his experiences
I need to take this opportunity to
give a snap shot of my experience
about the Covid 19 pandemic and the
way to recovery. It was not a pleasant
experience but the aim is to share
with our community members as
sharing is caring. I came to work on
the 06 June 2021 and upon arrival the
screener ask me the Covid related
questions and I told him I had a minor
cough. He then advised me to go
back home or to consult the Doctor
immediately. I took his advice and
rushed to the Doctor whom I had
taken the ﬂu vaccine around April
2021. The Doctor booked me off from
06-09 June 2021. On the 10 June
2021 in the afternoon I realized the
ﬂu is becoming too much. I was
coughing continuously and started to
experience breathing problems. I
requested my wife to rush me to the
hospital. The emergency staff were

quick to assist me as I was dizzy. The
Doctor on duty immediately took the
Covid tests and my results came
positive while my wife tested
negative. I was rushed straight to
ICU. I remember asking the male
nurse who was pushing my bed as to
what are my results, he conﬁrmed
they came positive. I think I became
unconscious because the time I woke
up, I asked the nurse the date and
she told me it was the 16 June 2021. I
was not able to speak properly, had
wires and pipes around my body and
was breathing through the help of
oxygen.
During my stay at the ICU I spend
most of my time in the oxygen until
the last three days before I requested
the Doctor to discharge me on the 26
June 2021.
There is more to this but it's a
story for another day. Fast-forward: I
took some time to mobilize while I
was at home and to ensure that I take
motswako which to me was making
the difference than the medication I
took at the time when I was at the
hospital. I need to advice people not
to go to the hospital except if you
have breathing problems. Please be
careful not to overstay your visit at
the hospital…I found the home
treatment better and faster than the

hospital treatment. Seeing family
members, relatives, friends and
colleagues was another way that
helped me to recover. But you need to
be careful not to allow people to
report those who have died due to
covid 19 complications, it's stressing
and scaring.
I would like to thank my wife for
adhering to her wedding vows "for
better for worse, in sickness and in
health" and my family members for
their sterling support, neighbors,
colleagues, pastors, members of
different churches and all those who
have prayed for me during the trying
times. A special thanks to my blood
brother Simon Bogatsu and his Wife
Lesego Bogatsu. They were with us
every step of the way. Pastor Victor
Monamodi, Tsala ya me, Servant of
God, he was praying for me and
crying to the Lord every day,
Ketshephileng Laka who ensures that
everybody in the ofﬁce of the Premier
was informed about my admission to
ICU and invited prayers from all walks
of life. Our neighbors Aus kedibone
she was calling my wife everyday, Aus
Dodo Lekoma she was there when
needed the most, Bro Thabo from
next door and others from Lokaleng
village. Ms Bonolo Mohlakoana and
Ms Abigail Batala who poured their

love and support everyday, how can I
forget Mr Petrus Siko and Mr Pitso
Tolo with powerful prayers. The inlaws, the Bogatsu families and the
Mqhekwana family you are highly
favored and highly appreciated.
The verse that kept me stronger
and stronger everyday is from 02
Kings 20: 1-6 and it hereunder:
"1.In those days Hezekiah became
ill and was at the point of death. The
prophet Isaiah son of Amoz went to
him and said, "This is what the Lord
says: Put your house in order,
because you are going to die; you will
not recover."
2 Hezekiah turned his face to the
wall and prayed to the Lord, 3
"Remember, Lord, how I have walked
before you faithfully and with
wholehearted devotion and have
done what is good in your eyes." And
Hezekiah wept bitterly.
4 Before Isaiah had left the middle
court, the word of the Lord came to
him: 5 "Go back and tell Hezekiah,
the ruler of my people, 'This is what
the Lord, the God of your father
David, says: I have heard your prayer
and seen your tears; I will heal you.
On the third day from now you will go
up to the temple of the Lord. 6 I will
add ﬁfteen years to your life".
God bless!!!
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By Gaongaleloe Ross

T

he world of work has never
been confronted with a
pandemic of human existential
implication in the past like today in
the form of the formidable novella
virus like COVID-19 and its equally
lethal variants. The medical and
scientiﬁc world is still to determine
whether these vicious and relentless
viruses are airborne or not hence
there is no conclusive evidence
around their mode of transmission.
The fact is some people who are
infected do succumb to it but majority
survive. This however is the most
singular threat to the global economy
given its impact on lives and
livelihoods. It obviously implores a
need for employers to adapt the
workplace in such a way that the risk
of infection is substantially reduced.
This include but not limited to the
imposition of strict health protocols
like social distancing, wearing of a
face masks when in the public or
workplace, regular sanitizing one's
hands and decontamination of the
workplace.
The employers are now called
upon to introduce measures through
reasonable work place policies that
will formalize the new behaviour
patterns i.e. mandatory vaccination
rule which does not violate rights that
the constitution confers on
employees as either workers or
citizens yet protect the sustainability
of those businesses, their employees
and customers.

The answer to the earlier
questions is obviously no, but the
employer has recourse in that he can
still dismiss those employees who
unreasonably object / refuse to be
vaccinated on operational
requirements grounds irrespective of
these employees raising
constitutional , cultural, medical or
religious grounds having followed a
fair process outlined here below.
The Labour Court in Eskort Ltd vs
Stuurman Mogotsi ruled that not
wearing a face mask at the
workplace constitutes a
dismissible offence. He found to
have committed: ·
Gross misconduct because of
his failure to disclose to the
employer that he took a
COVID -19 test ; and
·
Gross negligence in that even
after receiving his positive
COVID-19 test results, he
failed to self-isolate and
continued to work, putting
the lives of his colleagues and
their families in danger.
Following the LC ruling, Labour
Law experts weighted in this
matter. Lauren Salt and
Matlhatsi Ntlhoro of The Daily
Maverick published an article on
3 June 2021 which essentially
elaborated on the need to wear a
face mask at the workplace. The
Court considered the following
factors:
·
The employee's role in being
part of the COVID -19
awareness committee in the
workplace
·
The employee's negligence in
failing to disclose his COVID -
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19 positive results, placing
the lives colleagues and
customers in danger
·
The employee's conduct in
walking around without a
face mask and hugging fellow
employees after having
tested positive; and
·
The employee's nonchalant
attitude
Mandatory versus voluntary
vaccination?
The Constitution protects the
rights of employees in section
12(2)(b) gives every person the right
to "…security in and control over
their body"
Section 11 gives everyone the
right to life.
Section 24 gives everyone the
right to a safe environment.
In order for the employer to
introduce a mandatory rule on
vaccination at the workplace he must
take into consideration the following:
·
Is there a rule?
·
Is the rule reasonable?
·
Are the employees aware of
the rule?
·
Is the rule consistently
applied?
The employer will be expected in
introducing the policy to ensure
that the individual rights on
religious, culture, medical,
constitutional grounds do not
unreasonably take precedence
over collective rights. To be
compliant he must assess the risk
of infection at the workplace to
determine the risk level
(moderate to high) utilizing
expertise of Employee Health and
Safety Practitioners through the
established collective bargaining

processes which include
engaging employee
representatives to assert the
validity of these rights.
Hesitancy versus outright
rejection on medical, culture and
religious. A hesitant employee may
have genuine concerns based on lack
or limited information on the efﬁcacy
or medically/ scientiﬁcally untested
side effects about vaccines. Such an
employee must be empowered by
qualiﬁed personnel about the value,
beneﬁts and risks associated with
being vaccinated as opposed to not.
Similarly those who seek to play
gamely to a religious, medical and or
cultural ticket should be counselled
using evidence based global facts
around vaccinations by citizens who
may be of the :·
same faith (i) e.g JewishIsrael state (ii) over 2 billion
of Hindu/ Muslim vaccinated
(iii) Africa vaccinated e.g
South Africa 6.6 million.
·
Same culture
·
Suffer same or similar
medical condition.
What does this mean for the
Public Service?
The public service as outlined in
chapter 10 of the Constitution is
regarded as a single administration
meaning a single employer. Given the
s h e e r, c o m p l e x a n d n a t i o n a l ,
provincial, regional and district
footprint it has been determined that
t h e d p s a w i l l h a v e e xc l u s i v e
jurisdiction over the affairs of public
service employees. Simply put all
conditions of service of public service
employees are determined centrally
by dpsa.
Continues next page

Continues from previous page
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Ms Ross 018 388 4283
Returning to the possible
introduction of the mandatory
vaccination rule it is the dpsa at the
level of the Public Service
Coordinating Bargaining Council who
will on behalf of the state as employer
conclude this rule or condition of
service. This means departments
cannot conclude their separate rules
on vaccination matters given the
architecture of the public service.
The Constitution protects the
rights of employees in section
12(2)(b) gives every person the right
to "…security in and control over
their body"
Section 11 gives everyone the
right to life.
Section 24 gives everyone the
right to a safe environment.
In order for the employer to
introduce a mandatory rule on
vaccination at the workplace he
must take into consideration the
following:
·
Is there a rule?
·
Is the rule reasonable?
·
Are the employees aware of
the rule?
·
Is the rule consistently
applied?
The employer will be expected in
introducing the policy to ensure that
the individual rights on religious,
culture, medical, constitutional
grounds do not unreasonably take
precedence over collective rights. To
be compliant he must assess the risk
of infection at the workplace to
determine the risk level (moderate to
high) utilizing expertise of Employee
Health and Safety Practitioners
through the established collective
bargaining processes which include
engaging employee representatives
to assert the validity of these rights.
Hesitancy versus outright
rejection on medical, culture and

religious. A hesitant employee may
have genuine concerns based on lack
or limited information on the efﬁcacy
or medically/ scientiﬁcally untested
side effects about vaccines. Such an
employee must be empowered by
qualiﬁed personnel about the value,
beneﬁts and risks associated with
being vaccinated as opposed to not.
Similarly those who seek to play
gamely to a religious, medical and or
cultural ticket should be counselled
using evidence based global facts
around vaccinations by citizens who
may be of the :-·
same faith (i)
e.g Jewish- Israel state (ii) over 2
billion of Hindu/ Muslim vaccinated
(iii) Africa vaccinated e.g South Africa
6.6 million.
·
Same culture
·
Suffer same or similar
medical condition.
What does this mean for the
Public Service?
The public service as outlined in
chapter 10 of the Constitution is
regarded as a single administration
meaning a single employer. Given the
s h e e r, c o m p l e x a n d n a t i o n a l ,
provincial, regional and district
footprint it has been determined that
t h e d p s a w i l l h a v e e xc l u s i v e
jurisdiction over the affairs of public
service employees. Simply put all
conditions of service of public service
employees are determined centrally
by dpsa. Returning to the possible
introduction of the mandatory
vaccination rule it is the dpsa at the
level of the Public Service
Coordinating Bargaining Council who
will on behalf of the state as employer
conclude this rule or condition of
service. This means departments
cannot conclude their separate rules
on vaccination matters given the
architecture of the public service.
· The employee's conduct in

walking around without a face mask
and hugging fellow employees after
having tested positive; and
·
The employee's nonchalant
attitude
Mandatory versus voluntary
vaccination?
The Constitution protects the
rights of employees in section
12(2)(b) gives every person the right
to "…security in and control over
their body"
Section 11 gives everyone the
right to life.
Section 24 gives everyone the
right to a safe environment.
In order for the employer to
introduce a mandatory rule on
vaccination at the workplace he must
take into consideration the following:
·
Is there a rule?
·
Is the rule reasonable?
·
Are the employees aware of
the rule?
·
Is the rule consistently
applied?
The employer will be expected in
introducing the policy to ensure
that the individual rights on
religious, culture, medical,
constitutional grounds do not
unreasonably take precedence
over collective rights. To be
compliant he must assess the risk
of infection at the workplace to
determine the risk level
(moderate to high) utilizing
expertise of Employee Health and
Safety Practitioners through the
established collective bargaining
processes which include
engaging employee
representatives to assert the
validity of these rights.
Hesitancy versus outright rejection
on medical, culture and religious.
A hesitant employee may have
genuine concerns based on lack or

limited information on the efﬁcacy or
medically/ scientiﬁcally untested side
effects about vaccines. Such an
employee must be empowered by
qualiﬁed personnel about the value,
beneﬁts and risks associated with
being vaccinated as opposed to not.
Similarly those who seek to play
gamely to a religious, medical and or
cultural ticket should be counselled
using evidence based global facts
around vaccinations by citizens who
may be of the :·
same faith (i) e.g JewishIsrael state (ii) over 2 billion
of Hindu/ Muslim vaccinated
(iii) Africa vaccinated e.g
South Africa 6.6 million.
·
Same culture
·
Suffer same or similar
medical condition.
What does this mean for the
Public Service?
The public service as outlined in
chapter 10 of the Constitution is
regarded as a single administration
meaning a single employer. Given the
s h e e r, c o m p l e x a n d n a t i o n a l ,
provincial, regional and district
footprint it has been determined that
t h e d p s a w i l l h a v e e xc l u s i v e
jurisdiction over the affairs of public
service employees.
Simply put all conditions of service
of public service employees are
determined centrally by dpsa.
Returning to the possible
introduction of the mandatory
vaccination rule it is the dpsa at the
level of the Public Service
Coordinating Bargaining Council who
will on behalf of the state as employer
conclude this rule or condition of
service.
This means departments cannot
conclude their separate rules on
vaccination matters given the
architecture of the public service.
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n response to the many media
queries, National Treasury
wishes to provide more details on
the approach and planned timelines
concerning the proposal to allow for
greater preservation with limited preretirement withdrawals from
retirement funds.
Even before the advent of COVID19, the government recognised that
many members may need to access
part of their savings in particular
unexpected circumstances. It is for
this reason that the Minister of
Finance noted in the 2020 Medium
Term Budget Policy Statement
(MTBPS) and 2021 Budget that
consideration is being given to allow
limited pre-retirement withdrawals
from retirement funds under certain
conditions, provided that this is
accompanied by mandatory
preservation upon resignation from a
job. The government has been
engaging with trade unions,
retirement funds, regulators and
other stakeholders to discuss how to

increase savings and improve
preservation and allow limited
withdrawals, without creating
liquidity and investment risks.
Any consideration for early access
will require legislative and fund-rule
amendments because the current
law and policy prohibits any preretirement access to retirement
savings unless an employee resigns
or is retrenched. It is expected that
the earliest that any changes would
become effective for a new
withdrawal mechanism is 2022.
However, the withdrawal process will
not cover the Government
Employees Pension Fund (GEPF), as
it is not regulated under the Pension
Fund Act, and hence no COVIDrelated withdrawals will be allowed.
Retirement funds are primarily
designed to encourage individuals to
save while working to ﬁnance
consumption later during retirement.
The government provides generous
tax deductions and beneﬁts to
encourage all working people to save
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and preserve more for their
retirement. Redesigning the
retirement system to allow for limited
withdrawals with mandatory
preservation is complex and requires
thorough consultations. Government
has been working on a more
structured two-bucket system that
will enable the restructuring of future
contributions. One bucket is to be
preserved until retirement, and the
second bucket will allow for preretirement access during
emergencies or extra-ordinary
circumstances. Whilst these
measures cover pension and
provident funds, a harmonised
approach on withdrawals is also
being considered for retirement
annuities.
Implementing any new system
allowing limited withdrawals with
preservation will take time because in
addition to prior consultation,
legislative and fund rule amendments
have to be done and fund
administrators will also have to

To access Myth bursting information
visit website link:
http: www.nwpg.gov.za/Myth
%20Busting.html

change their systems. Design work
and consultation are ongoing, further
announcements and the public
release of the proposed measures for
public comment and consideration
will be made shortly, before or at the
2021 MTBPS. It is envisaged that the
necessary legislative amendments
will be introduced in Parliament
thereafter.
Members of retirement funds are
advised NOT to contact their
retirement funds to withdraw funds
( u n l e s s re t i r i n g , re s i g n i n g o r
retrenched), as these retirement
funds are legally not empowered to
allow pre-retirement withdrawals
until the law is enacted. It is expected
that any changes to the law would
only become effective next year at
the earliest, and some of the
medium-term provisions may take
even longer to take effect. The
government remains committed to
encouraging South Africans to save
more, both for their retirement and
for shorter periods before retirement.
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The Ikatisong School of governance
recently held a workshop for public servants and
our roving camera was there.
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